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Abstract
To analyze how the multidisciplinary clinical, biohumoral, instrumental approach to ALTE (Apparent Life Threatening Event) episode may discover cardiovascular disease in the newborn. Introduction: In the first year of life ALTEs concern 0.8% of access to Pediatric Emergency Department. The cause of apparent life-threatening events (ALTEs) in infants reflects a differential diagnosis that includes an array of congenital or acquired disorders. Approximately 10% - 25% of apparent life-threatening events may remain unexplained following a thorough evaluation. Case report: B. E., a 2-month-old child, in wellbeing, shortly before meal, during sleep, was not responsive
to repeated stimulations; he was hypotonic and unresponsive. About 15 minutes later, he presented a normal tone and state of consciousness. Evaluating the referred symptoms, diagnostic
protocol for ALTE was started; the Angio-MRI brain performed as second line analysis showed a
focal gliotic lesion at left striatal area. The cardiological evaluation with echocardiography detected a pervium foramen ovale (PFO), with minimum shunt left-right direction. At least, biohumoral tests revealed protrombin gene heterozygosis mutation. Conclusion: Apparent Life-Threatening Events are first manifestation of stroke in infant. Discussion: This report discloses how the
multidisciplinary clinical approach is essential in ALTE. The exact management of ALTE patients is
very important in situations like this, when the concomitant disease is rare. In fact, arterial stroke
incidence in children > 28 days of life is estimated between 1.2 and 7.9 cases/100,000 children/year. However, in the last 20 years, we observed an increased incidence of stroke, probably
related to two main causes: a greater attention for this disease and a major survival of children
with pathology that arrange for stroke thanks to a better prevention. In conclusion, it’s a fundaHow to cite this paper: Palmieri, A., Finetti, M., Bertamino, M., Banov, L., Mancardi, M., Morana, G. and Renna, S. (2014)
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mental multidisciplinary approach even in following months after the events.
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1. Introduction
By definition, an apparent life-threatening event (ALTE) refers to a sudden event, often characterized by apnea
or other abrupt changes in the child’s behavior [1]. Symptoms of an ALTE include one or more of the following:
apnea, change in color or muscle tone, coughing, or gagging. The most frequent complaint was cyanosis in 12
(67%) and apnea in 8 (44%) patients [2]. These episodes may necessitate stimulation or resuscitation to arouse
the child and reinitiate regular breathing.
The incidence of ALTEs of presumably healthy infants is unknown, because demographic data are derived
from cases in which children are admitted to emergency departments and because of marked variability in the
clinical presentations. The incidence of ALTE is reported to be 1.57 to 2.46 in 1000 live birth [3].
Most ALTEs occur in children younger than one year with a peak incidence occurring between one week and
two months of age [4]. Parker and Pitetti (2011) [5] reviewed the children presenting to an emergency department of a large children’s hospital with a diagnosis of ALTE and founded a mortality rate of 0.5%.
In the first year of life Apparent Life Threatening Events are 0.8% of access to emergency department in
Children Hospital [6], still representing a multidisciplinary challenge, first of all because 99% of patient comes
to medical attention in wellness. The cause of Apparent Life-Threatening Events (ALTEs) in infants reflects a
differential diagnosis that includes an array of congenital or acquired disorders. Approximately 10% - 25% of
Apparent Life-Threatening Events may remain unexplained following a thorough evaluation. Commonly, the
problems are digestive (up to 50%), neurologic (30%), respiratory (20%), cardiac (5%), and endocrine or metabolic (less than 5%). In this context it appears necessary as a centralized approach in advanced center.
The situation is further complicated in view of the small contribution that the instrumental and laboratory tests
can provide. Another unavoidable aspect is the emotional impact that these events may have on the family, in
particular for fear of a possible recurrence. Therefore, the management of infant with ALTE is difficult both for
clinical features and for emotional contest. A piecemeal approach to the problem may finally determine an imbalance in the use of resources, resulting in a large number of examinations, inappropriate admissions and readmissions.
In 1996 [7], the Study Group for SIDS of the Italian Society of Pediatric had formulated a proposal for clinical management of children with a history of ALTE, which was subsequently revised in a Consensus Conference
held in Florence in 2001. The Conference made a consensus document that had been reviewed by a pool of experts within the Study Group SIDS/ALTE, with the intent to update the scientific knowledge on the subject, to
make the most consistent clinical/instrumental approach to these patients and to outline future directions of research (GL SIP 2010 [8]).
In this article we report our examination of a case of ALTE that occurs in a presumably healthy infant and we
present a significant example of the applicability of this diagnostic/therapeutic path.

2. Clinical Report
A two months old child was referred to our Emergency Department for a suspected Apparent Life Threatening
Event. He was the first born of non-consanguineous parents. The mother was affected by hypothyroidism; his
great-grandfather and the great-grandmother passed away at 52 and 54 because of a heart condition. Cousins affected by syncopal episodes occurred at 7 years and 2 days of life.
B. E. was born after a physiological pregnancy. His neonatal weight was 3400 kg, normal adaptation for extra
uterine life, artificial feeding during normal neonatal period.
In wellbeing, shortly before meal, during sleep, the child was not responsive to repeated stimulations; he was
hypotonic and unresponsive. About 15 minutes later, he presented a normal tone and state of consciousness.
E. was therefore admitted to our Emergency Department; the patient clinical examination was negative. The
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anterior fontanelle was normotensive. Capillary refill time, muscle tone and reflexes were normal. The cardiac
activity was rhytmic and abdomen treatalbe. Weight: 5310 Kg (50˚), length 64 cm (>95˚), Cranial Circumference 38.5 cm (25˚), Body Temperature 36.7˚C.
Evaluating the referred symptoms, diagnostic protocol for ALTE was started:
Biohumoral and instrumental exams of first and second levels: (negative or normal): blood tests (hemochrome
with leucocytes count, CRP, glycemia, hepatic and kidney activity indicators, urine exam and urine culture, occult test; nasal and pharyngeal swab; EEG and ECG. PT, APTT, fibrinogen, protein S and C, AT III,
antiphospholipid antibodies). We found a heterozygosis mutation of prothrombin 20210.
Significant examinations:
1) Cranial ultrasonography: hyper echoic left caudate nuclei.
2) Angio-MRI brain: focal lesion at striatal left by previous vascular based lesion (lenticulostriate left arterial
territory). The study did not document MRA alterations of the main components of the arterial circulation of intracranial vessels, but a tortuous course of tortuous course of left carotid artery at the transition between the cervical and petrous area (Figure 1).
3) Hemostasis and thrombosis evaluation: “no indication to start secondary prophylaxis with ASA, due to the
age of the patient (he has passed the critical period for thrombotic risk, which is the first month of life) and not
sure correlations between the finding of tortuosity of the internal carotid and the previous ischemic event.
Moreover, the heterozygous FII mutation constitutes additional thrombotic risk in certain situations but in this
clinical context does not constitute indication for prophylaxis.”
In the suspect of an ALTE episode in patient with previous stroke were performed third level analysis:
Cardiological evaluation with echocardiography: patent foramen oval, with minimum shunt left-right direction.
During the recovery, the child didn’t presented hypotonic events or loss of consciousness; vital signs with
normal parameters. According to hemostasis expertand cardiologist, no treatment was started, but only a careful
clinical, biohunoral and instrumental surveillance. The patient was discharged in wellness. As scheduled in
ALTE―protocol information was provided on the home management of the events; was also performed practical course of cardiopulmonary resuscitation.

Figure 1. MRI and angio-MRI: T2-image (A) and T1 image (B) show the presence of left striatal lesion (arrow) with secondary dilatation of omolateral frontal corn. Calcific point lesion (dashed arrow). Corresponding
to ischemic outcome (C) we observe increase diffusion (arrow). T2 Coronal image (D) demonstrates head
caudate nucleus and putamen involvement. Angio-MRI study (E) doesn’t evidence endocranic circle vessels
alterations. Tortuous course of left carotid artery (arrow).
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3. Discussion

This report discloses how the multidisciplinary clinical approach is essential in Apparent Life-Threatening
Events. The decision to admit an ALTE patient is rather difficult, for the previous reason: the children’s age, the
family anxiety, the medical history not always clear with the following risk to emphasize or minimize symptoms.
Literature showed only few recommendations for patients’ recovery criteria [9].
Recommendations published in 2004 by the European Society for the Study and Prevention of Infant Death
(ESPID), based on ten years of literature evidences, say that the decision to admit to hospital depends on clinical
history and clinical examination after the critic episode [10].
The admission to the hospital is necessary when the episode requires resuscitation supporter or when clinical
conditions are not stationary.
Preterm children (<40 week of gestational age) are higher exposed at events like bradycardia or apnea greater
than 30 seconds and therefore they need a more careful surveillance, whilst children with age > 1 month with
only one ALTE episode without resuscitation, may be discharged after a first examination in emergency Department.
To sum up, even if we have not distinct criteria for hospital admission, we can define on the basis of clinical
experience the following parameters of choice:
1) Patient age (first 30 days of life).
2) Preterm children (EPC < 43 sett).
3) Clinical conditions instable at the moment of clinical assessment.
4) Event meal unrelated.
5) Sleep event.
6) Acute event.
7) Relapse of apparent life-threatening event.
8) resuscitation necessity.
9) Poor familiar compliance.
Among these parameters, the child age and the familiar compliance assume particularly importance. The less
important events are those related to meal (within 30 minutes), the first and spontaneously solved event. The
exact management of ALTE patients is very important in situation like this, when the concomitant disease is rare
to [11]. In fact, arterial stroke incidence in children > 28 days of life is estimated between 1.2 and 7.9 cases/100,000 children/year [12] [13]. Arterial ischemic stroke is reported to be more common than hemorrhagic
stroke in children [14]. However, in the last 20 years, we observed an increased incidence of stroke, probably
related to two main causes: a greater attention for this disease and a major survival of children with pathology
that arrange for stroke thanks to a better prevention [15]. Gupta et al. in 2009 reported the case of two ALTE patients with very early magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrating a unilateral thalamic infarction [16].
The role of MRI in detecting cerebral lesion and in assessing the clinical outcome in ALTE patients is postulated
in some recent reports; in fact, the report of Christophe C. et al. demonstrated that MRI could be helpful to assess the neurologic outcome as early as 3 days after the event when combined with the score of the electrophysiological investigations [17]. In conclusion, it’s a fundamental multidisciplinary approach even in following
months after the events [18].

4. Conclusion
We have analyzed the management of syncopal episode in patient with previous stroke, foramen ovale and heterozyogosis factor II gene. We have reported the importance of a multidisciplinary team in this kind of patients.
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